
Madam's 3251 

 

  Chapter 3251 Sister Nian: OK, let's wait and see! 

 

   Qiao Nian walked with Bo Zheng and the others, and heard various voices. 

 

   Among them, the news about Nie Qixing was the most discussed— 

 

   "I heard that the representative of country m has met Mr. Auburn in private. It seems that there 

will be no suspense in this weapons exhibition." 

 

   "Mr. Auburn is not so unprincipled, is he?" 

 

   "Tsk, you haven't heard of the Hidden World Family? If you understand the forces behind Nie 

Qixing, you will understand why there is almost no suspense in this weapons exhibition." 

 

"so smart?" 

 

   "Let's put it this way. We are just a foil. Only fools regard this weapons exhibition as a place to fight 

for strength." 

 

  … 

 

  Among these voices, apart from those who mentioned Nie Qixing, there was also a voice that 

mentioned Jingshi and Master Cheng. 

 

   "I heard that Beijing City has made a very advanced big guy this time. Master Cheng is not an 

unknown person, and there is a difference between victory and defeat." 

 



"Beijing? You mean the city of country Z?" Someone laughed immediately: "Who doesn't know the level 

of Beijing, forget it! They didn't dare to come to participate in the past... This time they are bragging too 

much. What good things do you have?" 

 

  Qin Si naturally also heard these voices, his face darkened immediately, and he rolled up his sleeves 

and wanted to fight: "I'll go talk to them." 

 

   "Come back." Qiao Nian called him softly. 

 

   Obviously not loud. 

 

  Qin Si stopped to look at her obediently. 

 

  The girl never took the noisy gossip around her to heart, and just said lightly: "Only those who have 

no skills like to talk about others behind their backs." 

 

   "..." 

 

   "Since they are all incapable, why do you have to argue with them?" 

 

  In just two sentences, Qin Si was smiling all over his face, and couldn't help but swear: "Aiyo Wocao, 

sister Qiao, you've got to the bottom of my heart!" 

 

  He was quite angry at first, but now he is really not so angry. 

 

  But they were already very close to the two or three people who laughed at Beijing behind their 

backs, otherwise they wouldn't have heard those small things behind their backs. 

 

  They can hear each other, and the other party naturally hears what they say. 

 



  Before laughing at Beijing for bragging, Master Cheng's face turned red and then green, which was 

very exciting, but because he was talking behind his back first, it was not easy to confront Qiao Nian and 

the others head-on. 

 

However, he was humiliated in public, so he was somewhat dissatisfied. He snorted and said loudly in a 

very disdainful tone: "Joke! I can't tell the truth. Master Cheng was famous in the world when he was 

young, but this Who has heard of him in twenty years? I’m afraid he’s exhausted long ago, and he’s too 

old to accept it!” 

 

  Qin Si's smiling face, which had been raised with great difficulty, instantly collapsed, and even Bo 

Zheng rarely became angry, glaring at the man who spoke. 

 

  Master Cheng had the opportunity to stay in a more advanced research institute outside, but for 

the sake of righteousness, he chose the Nine Institutes that had just been established at that time. 

 

  The facilities and equipment of the Ninth Institute were very poor at the beginning, which greatly 

delayed the progress of Master Cheng's research. He never complained. 

 

  Later, Ye Wangchuan gradually took over the Nine Institutes and gave the Nine Institutes sufficient 

funds. In the past few years, the Nine Institutes have flourished. 

 

   It can be said that Master Cheng kept his name incognito for decades for the sake of the Nine 

Institutes, the Beijing city behind the Nine Institutes, and even more. 

 

  This person's mouth is really smelly! 

 

   It's disgusting! 

 

  Qiao Nian narrowed his eyes, and finally looked at him seriously, his eyes fell on the work badge on 

his chest: "No. 3, right? We'll see." 

 

   

 



  Chapter 3252 Sister Nian: How about taking a gamble? 

 

   The person who spoke was a chunky engineering man wearing glasses. He immediately pushed 

down his glasses and sneered: "What, want to fight? This is the exhibition hall, not your playground in 

Beijing!" 

 

  Qiao Nian frowned slightly, and finally understood where Qin Si's urge to beat him came from. This 

person really deserves a beating! 

 

  Qin Si was afraid of her impulsiveness, pulled the girl's arm, and said with restraint: "Forget it, sister 

Qiao, don't bother with this idiot!" 

 

  The man in science and technology probably heard Qin Si scolding him, but he didn't think it was 

enough, so he deliberately raised his voice: "I'm a fool? Then what are you!" 

 

   "What achievements have you made in the arms exhibition in Beijing that can make you drag you 

like this?" 

 

  Which pot he didn't open and which pot he lifted, he looked up and down the nameplate on Qin Si's 

chest, sneered and said, "Oh, so it's No. 18." 

 

   "..." Qin Si shot at him with angry eyes. 

 

  The short and fat man tilted his head and sneered at the people beside him: "I remember that there 

are only 20 delegations participating in the weapons exhibition this time. This number is arranged 

according to the previous achievements, right?" 

 

  Beside him were all his colleagues, seeing that he couldn't hold him back, he had to respond 

awkwardly: "Okay, it seems to be." 

 

   "Tsk!" 

 



  The short and fat man seemed to have grasped something, turned his head and laughed at Qiao 

Nian and the others wantonly: "That means your performance in the past is only the third from the 

bottom?!" 

 

   "There are still two delegations participating for the first time this time, so there is no ranking. 

Strictly speaking, your third-to-last is actually the last-to-last?" 

 

   "Haha, the last one threatened me to wait and see?" 

 

  The short and fat man seemed to be targeting Qiao Nian on purpose, mainly looking at her, without 

concealing his contemptuous attitude: "You are so crazy, does Master Cheng know?" 

 

  He even wrote his contempt and arrogance on his face: "It's still saying that your capital city has 

been so bad that you can only rely on harsh words." 

 

   "I'm **** on the horse!" Qin Sijun's face was already sinking like the bottom of a pot, and he was 

so angry that he couldn't contain it. 

 

   Qiao Nian blocked him behind him, as if he didn't notice the whispering discussions around him, 

and the mocking eyes that fell on them wantonly. 

 

   "What are we betting on?" 

 

"What?" 

 

The girl looked at him with narrow eyes, and even raised her red lips casually, with a rather lazy arc, and 

she was very cold when she stood there: "You say so much, if you lose to us in the next grade, you will 

do it for yourself I apologize for what I just said, and I will not participate in any international 

competitions for three years. How?" 

 

  Three years... 

 



   This time is neither long nor short, enough to silence a person. 

 

  The short and fat man didn't expect that she would suddenly propose a gamble. With so many 

people watching around him, and he was so full of words, he said that he didn't gamble at this time, as if 

he couldn't afford it... 

 

  He stared at the girl with a gloomy expression: "Then you lost?" 

 

   "Look at you." Qiao Nian raised the corners of her mouth and lifted her peaked cap, revealing that 

overly eye-catching and pretty face: "But we won't lose." 

 

  As soon as these words came out, the buzzing voices around became a bit louder. 

 

   "Who is this person? Is he so crazy?" 

 

   "Li Xin's team is not weak, and its strength has been ranked among the top three all year round. 

She offered to bet, and when she loses, some will cry." 

 

   Qiao Nian didn't seem to hear these voices, he looked straight at the hesitant short and fat man, 

raised his jaw slightly, and asked very casually, "Would you like to bet?" 

 

  Li Xin himself is considered a quarter of a Beijinger. 

 

  His grandfather came out of Beijing, and later stayed outside all year round for various reasons. He 

married a local wife and gave birth to a mixed-race child. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3253 Only use strength to give them a resounding slap in the face 

 



  When it came to Li Xin's generation, he was more like a grandfather. Although he had brown eyes, 

he kept his yellow skin and black hair. 

 

  He has been troubled by this since he was a child, and feels that it is his appearance that cannot be 

integrated into the local life. 

 

  He redoubled his efforts and only got to the point where he is now, and many researches at the 

confidential level are still out of his turn. 

 

  He thinks that appearance is to blame, so he especially hates people with the same appearance 

characteristics. 

 

  Seeing Qiao Nian, he dared to bet with him. 

 

  He didn't care about the spirit of a gentleman, and said viciously: "I bet, why not?" 

 

   There was an uproar all around. 

 

  No one expected that in just a few minutes, it would become a betting game between the third 

place and the penultimate place. 

 

  Li Xin is not stupid, or he is too shrewd and afraid of losing himself. As soon as the voice changed, he 

immediately said, "But I want to change my bet." 

 

   "You are not a scientist yourself. If I make you unable to participate in the competition for three 

years, it will be no loss for you at all." 

 

  Qin Si rubbed his swollen temples, and he gave a thumbs up in front of everyone: "You bull!" 

 

   Is Qiao Nian someone in the circle? 

 



   Who gave him the courage to say this? 

 

  Does the First Research Institute of Independent Continent agree with him? 

 

  He still has the face of being afraid of losing money in this gamble, really... so ignorant! 

 

  Li Xin only thought that he had been seen through by him and was furious, so he said to Qiao Nian 

more confidently: "If you lose, I ask you to kneel down in public and apologize to me! And admit that 

you in Beijing are not as good as others!" 

 

  This request is too much. 

 

  The request Qiao Nian said was only aimed at him personally, and the request he made was 

obviously intended to humiliate the entire Beijing team, including Master Cheng... 

 

  In the scientific research circle, the virtue of respecting the old and loving the young is also 

emphasized. Master Cheng has been famous for a long time and belongs to the old predecessors. He 

didn't even have any respect at all! 

 

   Qiao Nian's eyes darkened, and he agreed without hesitation: "OK." 

 

  * 

 

   As soon as the third and penultimate bets were spread, it was quickly spread to ten, ten to 

hundreds. 

 

   Qiao Nian and the others received a lot of sympathetic looks along the way, and some teams who 

had a good relationship with them came over to care and advised them to forget about it. 

 

   This kind of thing just admit defeat, give up and let it go. 

 



  As a man, Li Xin is probably embarrassed to embarrass a girl in front of so many people. 

 

  But this time, from Qin Si to Bo Zheng, the attitude of everyone in the Beijing City team is very 

unified, that is, to fight Li Xin and the others to the end! 

 

   After a while, Master Cheng and the others came back. 

 

This time the commotion was so big that Master Cheng soon heard about the gambling game, his eyes 

darkened immediately, and he said very angrily: "This Li Xin came to the Nine Exchanges to study before, 

and the photoelectric theory he introduced not long ago is still It was completed in cooperation with the 

Ninth Institute. I didn't expect him to turn his face and deny anyone when he returned! What a white-

eyed wolf." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan raised his eyebrows dismissively: "Naturally, some people just look down on us and 

Beijing from the bottom of their hearts." 

 

  Master Cheng felt heavy when he heard this. 

 

  The complex emotions of being angry, aggrieved, and uncomfortable wanting to argue with others 

piled up in his chest, making him unable to breathe. 

 

Ye Wangchuan seemed to see the anger on his face, reached out and patted his shoulder, and said 

calmly: "It doesn't matter. They think whatever they like, we just need to be ourselves. The best way to 

fight back against these people is to Give them a slap in the face with absolute strength!" 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3254 Of course, they lost 

 

   If you don't beat these people up, you can never wake them up. 

 



  Qiao Nian probably thought so too, otherwise he wouldn't have offered to take a gamble with Li 

Xin. 

 

   In this regard, Ye Wangchuan and Qiao Nian have the same thoughts. 

 

  Since the other party wants to die, all they need to do is to help him nail the coffin to death... To 

save him from half-death and regretting not wanting to die. 

 

  … 

 

the other side. 

 

   Li Xin returned to his team's exhibition hall, and was immediately surrounded by his colleagues. 

 

  Everyone was asking him about the bet. 

 

   Li Xin basically ignored him. 

 

  He could ignore the others, but Li Xin had to answer honestly when faced with the question from 

the team leader, Professor Ryan. 

 

   "I heard that you are fighting with the Beijing team?" 

 

   "Will you be too impulsive, in case you lose..." 

 

  Professor Ryan frowned. From his expression, it could be seen that he disapproved of Li Xin's 

impulsive gamble. 

 

  Li Xin could feel his reproachful eyes, and still insisted: "Professor, don't worry, we can't lose! No 

matter what results they can produce in Beijing, we have no room to lose!" 



 

  Old Professor Ryan shook his head: "Don't talk too much. Master Cheng..." 

 

  Li Xin didn't give him a chance to finish speaking, he was very arrogant: "That master hasn't had a 

decent grade for a long time, but it's just a vain name." 

 

  Old Professor Ryan was very dissatisfied with his attitude of disrespecting the seniors. He glanced 

up and down at him, and his attitude became cold: "Since you said so, I hope you can take responsibility 

when the time comes!" 

 

   Li Xin could feel his cold attitude, clenched his clenched fists, and thought that the reason why the 

old professor Ryan had such a cold attitude towards him was because he rejected his different 

appearance from the rest of the team. 

 

"…certainly." 

 

"That's good." 

 

  Professor Ryan didn't want to haggle with him at this moment, so after saying a word, he walked 

away to do the final inspection. 

 

  The others scattered like birds and beasts. 

 

  Only a bearded man who had a good relationship with him went over and hammered his shoulder 

and said, "Are you sure?" 

 

  Anyone with a discerning eye can see that if Li Xin loses this time and affects their entire team, 

Professor Ryan will definitely hold him accountable afterwards. 

 

   Another bet proposed by the other party was also very tricky, and it happened to hit Li Xin's seven 

inches. 

 



  The bearded man thought about it and said: "If you can't participate in domestic and foreign 

competitions for three years, I'm afraid you will be kicked out of the team..." 

 

  The scientific research team burns a lot of money. 

 

   The team doesn't want any garbage. 

 

  Li Xin's eyes flashed, he put his hands on his chest, snorted coldly, and said confidently: "Don't 

worry, I won't lose!" 

 

   Seeing that he was so confident, the bearded man looked a little disbelieving. 

 

Li Xin glanced at him, and simply told him where his greatest confidence came from: "I heard that when 

Mr. Auburn's plane landed, the Nie family had already visited his old man. This Professor Nie has a deep 

relationship with Beijing City. From the perspective of the conflicts between the two parties, it is purely 

a dream that Beijing City wants to achieve good results in this weapons exhibition! As far as Mr. 

Auburn’s status is concerned, as long as he embarrasses them a little for the sake of the Nie family, this 

time the final The position of one has been determined by default!" 

 

  The bearded man really didn't know so many 'insider stories'. Seeing that his words were 

convincing, he believed most of them. Surprised, he couldn't help showing a sympathetic expression on 

his face. 

 

  The girl who bet with Li Xin is probably going to be miserable. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3255 Don't save her any face! 

 

  However, since Li Xin knew these inside stories, he still made a bet with him, and even made a bet 

to ask him to kneel down and admit his mistake, which is somewhat unreasonable. 

 



  Thinking of this, the bearded man softened his attitude towards him, patted him on the shoulder, 

said nothing, and followed the old professor to do the inspection work. 

 

  Looking at him ignoring him, Li Xin felt even more resentful, lowered his eyes, and only wanted time 

to pass faster. 

 

  He wants everyone to see who has won! 

 

  * 

 

  Nine fifty-five. 

 

  Nie Qingru and Mr. Auburn arrived outside the exhibition hall. 

 

  Because of "just in time", Mr. Auburn entered the exhibition hall with her out of politeness. 

 

  The two walked in side by side, and it seemed that they were still talking from time to time along 

the way. People who didn't know thought how good the relationship between the two was, and couldn't 

help being attracted by them. 

 

  Even some of the judges noticed this and exchanged glances with each other, wondering whether 

Mr. Auburn had already stood by the delegation of country m as rumored. 

 

   Daisy is also here today. 

 

  She was wearing a pink fragrance suit, and she followed her grandfather like a lady, very ladylike. 

 

   "Daisy is also interested in these?" 

 

"well enough." 



 

   "Then you have to watch with Mr. Auburn later." 

 

  Nie Qingru was actually mainly talking to her along the way. After all, Mr. Auburn's attitude towards 

him was not really warm, and he even deliberately kept his distance. 

 

   She could only focus on Daisy, trying to get as close as possible to her. 

 

  But she is not used to doing this kind of thing that requires bowing her head. Even when she smiles, 

the corners of her eyes and brows reveal a sense of arrogance and distance. 

 

   Daisy probably felt that the relationship between her grandfather and this Aunt Nie was not close, 

and there were not many smart words today. 

 

  Finally all the judges met. 

 

  There are a total of 8 judges this time, mainly cutting-edge experts from various areas in the high-

tech field, in order to highlight the respect for Mr. Auburn. 

 

   They gave Mr. Auburn a decision-making vote. 

 

   That is to say. 

 

  If this Taishan Beidou-level master thinks that this weapon is not a good work, he can veto the 

result with one vote. 

 

   It’s just that this kind of power is just out of respect. Under normal circumstances, no one will use 

the power of one-vote veto, how or what. 

 

  The white-haired old man is still in the spirit of a dragon and a tiger today. Although his blue eyes 

are covered with a mist of age, they are still elite. 



 

He did not exchange pleasantries with Nie Qingru, but took the initiative to say something to all the 

judges before setting off for the exhibition halls: "Our weapon exhibition has a history of many years, 

and we have always been based on fairness, justice and openness. I hope everyone will do the same this 

time. My own bottom line and principles. Everything depends on the strength of the finished project, as 

much as you want, otherwise it would be meaningless for us old bones to come here." 

 

   What he said made the judges understand, everyone echoed, and all seemed to be aiming in Nie 

Qingru's direction. 

 

  Nie Qingru still maintained a dignified and decent smile on her face, but the smile didn't reach her 

eyes, and the corners of her mouth were rather stiff. 

 

  A pair of majestic eyes glanced at the white-haired old man without a trace, and there was a dark 

surge in his eyes, as if he was holding back his anger. 

 

   This Auburn! Really old man! 

 

  She didn't believe that the other party didn't know what she wanted him to help 'take care of' her 

younger brother, but the other party emphasized fairness and justice to all the judges at this juncture, as 

well as the bottom line principle... 

 

   Oh, I really didn't give her any face at all! 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3256 Nie Qixing wants to be number one by default? 

 

  All the eight judges were present, and it was exactly ten o'clock when the weapons exhibition 

started. 

 

   So the group was led by Auburn. 



 

   Others follow behind and start to walk from Hall 1... 

 

  M country has always achieved good results in weapons exhibitions, and this time it also 

successfully won the absolute dominant position in the No. 1 ranking, leaving other participating regions 

behind. 

 

  Compared with the No. 18 position in the bottom three in Beijing, Nie Qixing's starting point this 

time is not low. 

 

  As the judges led by Mr. Auburn came to their exhibition hall, Nie Qixing took the lead to greet the 

old man who came over: "Mr. Auburn." 

 

  He first called the old man in a familiar tone, before he turned his head and said hello to the woman 

walking at the end of the line in a gentlemanly way: "Daisy." 

 

  His actions like this undoubtedly attracted the attention of many people. 

 

  People in exhibition halls 2 and 3 next to them all saw this scene and started whispering. 

 

   "He did know Mr. Auburn." 

 

   "I really envy his social circle." 

 

  … 

 

  On the 3rd position. 

 

   Li Xin naturally also saw this scene, and he let go of his restless heart, turned his head and 

whispered to the people around him: "Look, I'm not wrong, right. Country M is definitely the first choice 

this time!" 



 

  The bearded man frowned, feeling uncomfortable: "Isn't this cheating?" 

 

  Li Xin disagreed and said: "He has this network, what can I do? You have this network, will you not 

use it? Idiots don't need it." 

 

  He is right to say so. 

 

  The bearded man remained silent. 

 

   Li Xin seemed to see Qiao Nian knelt down to admit his mistake, raised the corner of his mouth, 

and whispered in an excited voice: "Let's take a look, first look at their results." 

 

  * 

 

  There are so many discussions all around, it is impossible for the hale and hearty old man not to 

hear. 

 

  He frowned fiercely at the moment, ignored Nie Qixing's intentionally warm attitude, and said 

calmly: "Let me introduce your model." 

 

  Nie Qixing could feel the sense of distance he showed, his face was stiff, and he quickly adjusted his 

state, and introduced their models to the judges energetically. 

 

   What they developed this time is an electromagnetic gun. 

 

  Different from traditional cannons, which use gunpowder gas pressure to act on projectiles, 

electromagnetic guns use the ampere force generated by the electromagnetic field in the 

electromagnetic system to accelerate metal projectiles, which can greatly increase the speed and range 

of projectiles. 

 



  The key is that this is definitely the most cutting-edge weapon research direction at the moment, 

and there are no related results in the market yet. 

 

  Nie Qixing is very familiar with this field. He clearly explained their models to the judges, and used 

the LED screen to show the 3D models they made. 

 

  The effect is amazing. 

 

  Even Mr. Auburn frowns at the beginning and then gradually relaxes his brows, asking him several 

professional questions. 

 

  Nie Qixing was fully prepared this time, and answered them one by one. 

 

   Not only answered, but also answered very beautifully! 

 

Nie Qingru's face, which had been cold for several days, showed a rare expression of satisfaction, a smile 

appeared on the corner of his lips, and he interrupted: "This project is an idea proposed by Qixing ten 

years ago. It took two years to complete the production. Even his teacher praised him for his talent." 

 

   "Hmm." The silver-haired old man rarely refuted her words this time. Although Mr. Auburn still had 

a mostly indifferent expression on his face, there was still some approval in it: "It's a bit of talent." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3257 In his eyes, he only has a little talent? 

 

  —A little talent? 

 

  Nie Qingru's smile faded from the corners of her lips, her eyes darkened, and she felt very 

disapproving in her heart, feeling that this Taishan Beidou-level master was too condescending. 

 



   Ji Qing was considered very talented before! 

 

  Qixing successfully researched this electromagnetic gun project. In her eyes, those weapon 

blueprints that are not inferior to Ji Qing can be said to be slightly better than Ji Qing. 

 

   Just like that, in his mouth, it turned out to be only a 'somewhat' talent. 

 

  Then how far is his so-called extraordinary talent? 

 

  The judges were all amazed at the killer project that Nie Qixing brought out this time. They 

surrounded him with various questions, and some people touched the model and studied it. 

 

   It is said that an exhibition hall takes at most 10-15 minutes, but the electromagnetic cannon 

brought out by Nie Qixing opened the eyes of all the judges. 

 

   ended up wasting almost half an hour in their showroom. 

 

  ** 

 

at the same time. 

 

   Qiao Nian, who was ranked one of the last three positions, read their exhibition hall. 

 

  Qin Si is indeed an expert at inquiring about news, and has already rushed back from the exhibition 

hall in front of him. 

 

   While panting heavily, he did not forget to bring bad news. 

 

   "Sister Joe." 

 



   "Nie Qixing and the others got an A+." 

 

  Master Cheng and Bo Zheng were in unison. 

 

  Among them, Master Cheng frowned even more, walked two steps in place, then went back to Qin 

Si to confirm: "Are you sure they are A+?" 

 

   "Definitely, definitely and definitely." Qin Si finally took a breath, and said with a rare serious face: 

"They made an electromagnetic gun!" 

 

   "Electromagnetic gun?" Bo Zheng and Luo Qing exchanged glances, and they both saw surprise in 

each other's eyes. 

 

  The concept of electromagnetic guns has long existed in the world, but no specific feasible method 

has been researched, and it is only a concept. 

 

  No one thought that Nie Qixing had the ability to make this concept a reality. 

 

  Everyone is looking in the same direction. 

 

  The girl was leaning on the back of the chair and playing with her mobile phone with her head 

down, when she suddenly felt a few eyes on her, she couldn't help pulling down her peaked cap. 

 

   At any rate, he is not deaf. After hearing what Qin Si said before, he raised him slightly, revealing a 

fair and clear face, with a very casual attitude: "What do you look at me for?" 

 

  Qin Si hesitated to speak, and finally turned into a casual joke: "You look good." 

 

  Qiao Nian rubbed the space between his brows, put down his phone helplessly, and said to them, 

"You don't really think that Nie Qixing is incapable, do you?" 

 



   "..." 

 

  Nie Qixing's scandal during this period has shattered his good reputation accumulated over the past 

30 years. Of course, others ignore his previous achievements. 

 

   Qiao Nian remembered it clearly. 

 

   "He is the youngest scientist at Stanford. Besides, Nie Qingru has cultivated the successor for so 

long. If she has no real skills, she will not protect her like an eyeball~" 

 

  Nie Qingru is a person who puts interests first. 

 

  In addition to feelings, Nie Qixing must be someone who can create value for her. 

 

  Otherwise, with Nie Qingru's character, Nie Qixing would have no ability at all, and would have been 

given up long ago. 

 

   It's just that she didn't expect the other party to be able to develop an electromagnetic gun. 

 

  Qiao Nian's eyes were dark, she raised her hand and pulled the peaked cap to relieve the 

depression in her chest, and she probably understood why Nie Qingru was willing to give up Ji Qing so 

easily. 

 

   It turned out that she already had Nie Qixing as a 'perfect' substitute in her heart. 

 

  However, Nie Qingru may not know what she has lost until now! 

 

  Qiao Nian looked leisurely, and said in no hurry: "Let's see and talk." 

 

   



 

  Chapter 3258 She will never give up the chance to trip up Sister Nian 

 

  Nie Qixing, as No. 1, scored an A+ against the sky from the very beginning, which undoubtedly made 

the people behind give up the idea of competing for the first place. 

 

  Everyone put their eyes on the second place, and by default this year's first place is the delegation 

of country m. 

 

  Nie Qingru's mouth was slightly proud. 

 

   Next is number 2. 

 

  Because Nie Qixing and the others set their heads too high, the things that No. 2 brought out were 

neither good nor bad. In previous weapons exhibitions, they could at least get above-average results. 

 

  But because Nie Qixing and his electromagnetic guns were in front, it seemed that the things No. 2 

brought out were not so attractive. 

 

  The final comprehensive rating is on B. 

 

   Didn't even get a B+. 

 

   This undoubtedly made Li Xin nervous. After all, what they brought to the exhibition this time was 

strictly at the same level as No. 2. 

 

   Soon a group of people came over. 

 

   Li Xin was very nervous, and introduced his own things to the judges along with the old professor 

Ryan. 

 



   Sure enough. 

 

  The judges were all indifferent, including Mr. Auburn, it seemed that they were not very interested, 

and they just listened to their introductions routinely... 

 

   Their grades are not too high for the naked eye! 

 

   Just when Li Xin was extremely nervous. 

 

  A man in black clothes and trousers walked up to Nie Qingru quickly, and whispered something in 

her ear. 

 

  Nie Qingru slightly raised her eyelids to look at Li Xin, with a half-smile at the corner of her mouth, 

before the judges were about to give out the scores. 

 

  She suddenly said: "This photon project is not easy, right?" 

 

  Seeing that she was talking to him, Li Xin was stunned for a moment, his heart beating loudly, and 

he swallowed his saliva and replied, "Uh, it took some effort." 

 

   "Well, you have done a good job. The Hermit Family is also studying this project, and the progress 

so far is still a little behind you." 

 

  Nie Qingru mentioned the Hidden Family without arrogance or impetuosity. It seemed that he only 

praised Li Xin and their project. In fact, several of the judges present had heard about the gambling. 

 

  She brought up the Hermit Family. 

 

   There were three or four judges who had already written the scores in the notebook, and then 

crossed them out with a pen, thought about it, and raised another point. 

 



  It's nothing to change the score by one person, but three or four people change the score at the 

same time. When there are only 8 judges in the first place, it is easy for her to influence the score. 

 

   Sure enough, except Mr. Auburn who gave a pertinent B, the others were more or less influenced 

by Nie Qingru and gave slightly higher grades. 

 

  Finally, Li Xin and the others got A-. 

 

   It is half a point more than Hall 2. 

 

  Although the difference is only half a point, but from the perspective of level, it is a world of 

difference! 

 

  Mr. Auburn saw the final result, no doubt he did not agree with it, but the result has already come 

out, unless he uses a veto. 

 

   Otherwise, it is impossible to change the score. 

 

He was the last to enter the exhibition hall, so he didn't know about the gamble that happened before. 

It was only when Nie Qingru met Li Xin and the others, and before leaving, he said unhappily: "I hope 

that next time, no one will have a bad conversation before the result comes out." Related topic!" 

 

   These words did not seem serious, but they slapped Nie Qingru in the face neither light nor heavy, 

quite disrespectful to Nie Qingru, the empress of the hermit family. 

 

   It's just that she didn't tell her not to interfere with the result. 

 

  Nie Qingru's expression froze, and she suppressed the anger in her chest. In order to see Qiao 

Nian's joke, she still reluctantly followed. 

 

  … 

 



  No one in the 14 exhibition halls behind got high scores. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3259 How do you feel that Qiao Nian and the others are more familiar with Mr. Auburn 

 

   Only No. 8 was a little bit unexpected, with a score of A- that was similar to Li Xin's and the others, 

and it was likely to be tied for second place with Li Xin and the others. 

 

  Other teams are either B, or C, and the team that almost got D. 

 

At the beginning, Beijing participated in the arms exhibition and got a D. It can be said that it is a very 

poor result. The team that got the D is also in mourning. I can only hope that someone in the next few 

positions can get a worse result to dilute the shame. . 

 

  Because Li Xin got the A- with the help of Nie Qingru, he followed behind to watch the excitement 

the whole time, and only geared up to walk to the last three exhibition halls. 

 

   Time passed by one minute and one second. 

 

  The judges finally walked to Qiao Nian's place. 

 

   At this time, the disadvantage of being in the back of the queue became apparent. Several judges 

were old, and they were already tired after watching all the way. 

 

  When they arrived at Qiao Nian's place, some people had put on expressions of impatience, and 

just wanted to finish early so that they could go back to rest. 

 

  This tired, casual atmosphere would have continued forever. 

 



  Who knew that Mr. Auburn, who was not lying all the way, unexpectedly greeted one of them with 

a smile as soon as he arrived at Exhibition Hall 18: "Ye, we meet again." 

 

  Qin Si, Master Cheng and others swiped to look at the handsome man. 

 

   Delusion? 

 

  I saw Ye Wangchuan approaching the white-haired old man very gracefully, and they exchanged a 

few pleasantries as if they were familiar with each other. 

 

   This familiarity… 

 

   It's not that Nie Qingru and Nie Qixing pretended to be familiar at the beginning, but it can be seen 

that Mr. Auburn has a really good relationship with each other. 

 

  Even Daisy was very surprised and couldn't help but asked, "Grandpa, do you know each other?" 

 

  While she was talking, a picture flashed in her mind, and she suddenly remembered that she 

seemed to have met him at the dinner place last night. 

 

   She was more impressed by another girl! 

 

   Daisy glanced to the side, and soon found a maverick figure in the crowd—that girl was also there! 

 

  After Daisy found Qiao Nian, she was surprised, and immediately looked in the direction of Nie 

Qingru and Nie Qixing... 

 

as expected. 

 

  She saw that Aunt Nie, who kept saying that she didn't know Qiao Nian, had a dark complexion, 

with a stern look on her brows, as if she hated Qiao Nian very much. 



 

  Auburn didn't pay attention to his granddaughter, but after a brief greeting with Ye Wangchuan, he 

was also looking for Qiao Nian's existence. 

 

   Soon, he saw Qiao Nian standing next to Master Cheng and the others, waving his hands and saying 

hello with a gentle face: "You're here too." 

 

  This attitude...immediately shifted everyone's attention from Ye Wangchuan to the very low-key girl 

wearing a peaked cap. 

 

   "Who is this?" 

 

   "It seems to be wearing the brand of the entourage." 

 

"She is the girl who made a bet with Li Xin. Wo Cao, she knows Mr. Auburn? Didn't Li Xin brag to others 

that Nie Qixing is the one who knew Mr. Auburn? How do I see the comparison between them and Mr. 

Auburn on the 18th?" Cooked?" 

 

   But at this time, Mr. Auburn even took the initiative to mention it without shy away: "I asked you to 

have dinner with me before, and you don't have time..." 

 

  Qiao Nian touched her earlobe in embarrassment: "Well, I'm helping." 

 

  In the crowd, Li Xin's expression changed from astonishment to disbelief, with a little panic in it. 

 

  This is different from what he heard. 

 

  He never expected that the ordinary Qiao Nian would know such a big man as Mr. Auburn? 

 

   

 



  Chapter 3260 Watch it, they won't score more than B 

 

His friend was also at the side, looking at the girl in the middle of the crowd, and bumped him with an 

elbow curiously. I don't know whether he mentioned it intentionally or unintentionally: "Didn't you say 

that Mr. Auburn is more familiar with Nie Qixing? It looks different from what you said ah!" 

 

   Li Xin's complexion was not good-looking and he said stubbornly: "So what if you know each other? 

Hmph~ Mr. Auburn still wants to give face to the Hidden Family in the end. Didn't you see that the 

judges changed their points when he opened his mouth?" 

 

  He was talking about Qiao Nian. 

 

  Swearing: "Look at it, if she offends the Hidden Family, she won't be able to get good grades at the 

weapons exhibition!" 

 

  The bearded man turned his head to look at the serious old man who was smiling and talking to 

Qiao Nian. He always felt that things might be different from what Li Xin said. 

 

  The attitude shown by Mr. Auburn is not as if he wants to give face to the Hermit Family. 

 

  When their group got points, it was also the lowest score given by Mr. Auburn. 

 

   From the beginning to the end, there was no move to change the score! 

 

   Even afterwards, he seriously asked the queen to ask her not to interfere with the judges' 

results...Is this called saving face and being on good terms? 

 

  He could eat the table. 

 

   "I bet their final score will not be higher than B." Li Xin said that he was brave, but in fact he had no 

confidence in his heart and was very nervous. 

 



   This is related to his face and whether he can survive in the circle in the next three years. 

 

  The bearded man saw the nervousness he was trying to hide, so he didn't answer any questions, 

and looked straight at Qiao Nian and his party. 

 

  * 

 

   Qiao Nian briefly chatted with the white-haired old man, then pulled Master Cheng over and 

introduced him. 

 

  Mr. Auburn has a great reputation in the circle. 

 

  Master Cheng is actually not weak. 

 

   Both of them are old people who are over seventy years old, and they are leaders in the same field. 

After greeting each other, they are very polite to each other. 

 

At any rate, Auburn remembered his purpose of coming here, and after a few words with Master Cheng, 

he got to the point: "Let's talk in private some other day. By the way, what is your project for the 

weapons exhibition this time? Can you introduce it to everyone?" ?” 

 

  Master Cheng said solemnly, "Of course it's convenient!" 

 

   Then he led the team, and Jiang Tianzhi and others began to introduce the Czar to the judges and 

the surrounding onlookers. 

 

   At first everyone didn't take them seriously. 

 

   After all, what good things can the penultimate third place come up with. 

 



   It’s nothing more than those old-fashioned weapons and equipment that everyone has played with, 

and then researched for a long time as if it were new equipment, and made junk. 

 

  However, when the master showed the model of the Tsar in front of them, the venue was silent for 

a while, and everyone was shocked by what he brought out. 

 

   "This, can this thing be displayed casually?" Someone whispered, with surprise and shock mixed in 

the voice. 

 

   But almost no one paid him any attention. 

 

  Because Master Cheng not only showed them the model of the Tsar, but also played on the LED 

screen the actual simulation animation of the Tsar that Qiao Nian and him made together. 

 

  Although it was a computer-generated picture, everyone could see that the Tsar flew out, crossed 

the Pacific Ocean in less than 5 minutes, and landed precisely on the ships parked in the bay. 

 

   With a loud explosion. 

 

  The ships on the LED screen had no power to fight back, and were directly blown to pieces! 

 

   This effect is enough to shock the people present. 

 

  Everyone knew that what was in front of them was just a dynamic picture simulated by a computer, 

but they seemed to feel the awe of the sharp blade piercing through the eardrum. 

 

  Nie Qingru's face was extremely ugly. 


